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TOP
OF THE
ROCKS

Group Climb To New Heights
With Bright Future Ahead
by Jake

D

Local Scout Troop
1st Chilwell and
Attenborough
have been going

from
strength
to
strength
since
the
outbreak of COVID-19
forced them to stop
their weekly in person
meetings.

Since the start of the
UK national lockdown,
the Troop who prepare
young people in the
Beeston area with Skills
For Life, have adapted

their programme to
provide an amazing
set of opportunities
through Zoom meetings
and, more recently, with
small, socially distanced

groups at their hut.
With high hopes pinned
on the promising news
of a potential vaccine,
many
are
looking
forward to the day when

Scouts can return
to sleeping under
canvas, none more
than the parents
who can’t wait for
a peaceful night.
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What do Scouts do?

an interview with

Matthew W

When do you meet?
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Go For Glory; Go For Gold

What are patrols?

by Jack

Every member of Scouts Our meetings run 7:30pm Patrols are pretty much

Scout Promise:
by Oscar T

activities and any other a challenge badge. They On my honour,

P

skills or talents you do. can take weeks, or even I promise that I will do my

What makes 1st Chilwell worldwide will embrace – 9:00pm every Thursday. a ‘group’ you work with.

In Scouts, there is one They aren’t particularly months to earn. Again, best,

and Attenborough Scout a wide range of skills and What is your favourite Each patrol has a leader

badge that we all aspire hard to achieve and you you can complete these To do my duty to God

Group so good?

to gain, The Chief Scout’s often pick one or two up either inside or outside of and to the Queen,

thing

earn badges for each.

about

being

1st C&A Scouts is a What do you do at the Scout?
fun,

and start of a meeting?

rewarding

Do

Being

welcoming group. Being a When you arrive at a will

adventure.

are

expected

by Harry

To
G

The

have

a

challenge

Gold Award. But to earn over a couple of meetings. Scouts with most of them To help other people,
this prestigious award You can do all of these requiring you to do things And to keep the Scout

the At a Scout meeting, you

is no easy task, for there badges either inside or outside of Scouts. Finally, Law.

you are required to wear a

are challenges that you outside of Scouts. The after collecting all the

to will enjoy every step of Scout shirt, necker and

will have to meet before other requirement you necessary badges you

assemble in your patrols.

Back

Scouts

Scout uniform?

a

member of the group is a regular Scout meeting, unchallenged
gripping and challenging you

a and a deputy leader.

the way.

Future

and

suitable legwear.

Part

MMXXI

you must earn 12 activity all seven of the challenge Scout Gold Award at a 1. A Scout is to be trusted.
badges. They are the badges. They are basically district wide ceremony.

2. A Scout is loyal.

badges that go on your hard

3. A Scout is friendly and

activity

badges,

left sleeve and are circular. with a lot more targets to

case it rains so we have extra smore.

You earn these badges meet to get one, and you

In the future, for our next somewhere dry to eat.

In the morning we would do include a running race,

by

competing,

or taking part in things a few activity badges on

arrange a camp at Spring have a campfire and of a grassy field for a bit, other games the Scouts

such as sports, events, your way to completing

we would play our own come up with.

while there we would The rafts would be made
build a raft.

from wood and ropes,

everything

is three or four Scouts in

4. A Scout belongs to the
worldwide family of
Scouts.
5. A Scout has courage in

A Fright On A Hike At Night
by Harry

Spring Lakes is good each group would have
because

considerate.

doing, can sometimes even get

scout camp, I would like to In the evening we would have a run around on swimming race and a few
Lakes in Long Eaton and course make smores.

by Oscar T

you can achieve it. First, must meet is completing will receive your Chief

The café is undercover in would get to have an games with our friends.
Other activities we could

The Scout Law:

C

6. A Scout makes good

began at around 7:30 use our torches, the path

use of time and is

in the evening, as it was entered a wood, at which

careful of possessions

My funniest experience just starting to get dark. point Sam ran up behind
since

the water seems to be to hold everyone, which

was during the night friends Harry G, Sam E, him. This made him jump

respect and respect for

deep which is good in would be pretty hard.

hike which took place Stanley W, Oscar T and in the air, fall into some

others.

case we fall in. If we get They would need to use

on

chance, we could go on their hands to paddle to

September. The hike took clowns.

the water assault course the finish line. If you get

us from Cossall back to Later as it got darker laughing a lot! Thankfully learning new things and

to the finish line first, you There are hopes for a sequal to Summer Camp 2019

Thursday

Scouts During

17th

the

walk

and property.

already there like wetsuits, it, the raft would have

too.

joining

all difficulties.

my Stan and said “boo” to 7. A

Scout

has

self-

of I were talking about killer nettles and get one on his
face. This had all five of us I’m looking forward to

Bramcote Hills park. We and we were having to he was okay.

earning lots of badges.
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Milestones in Scouting History
by Lucy W

as a lieutenant-general He used local boys to in England could benefit
from 1876-1902.

carry

messages,

run from

activities

similar

Scouting started in 1907. In the second Boer War, errands and administer to the ones the boys in
It was founded by Robert in 1899 he defended first aid.
Baden-Powell,

Mafeking undertook, so

who the Town of Mafeking in After the siege, Baden he started The Scouts,

served in the British army South Africa.

Powell realised that boys and the rest is history.

1908

1991

Baden-Powell
writes his book
‘Souting for Boys’

Girl are let into
all sections of
Scouting

1907

1916

1976

2009

The first camp on
Brownsea Island

Wolf Cubs (Cubs)
is introduced

Girls are admitted
into Venture
Scouts

Bear Grylls is
appointed Chief
Scout
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A Camp To Remember Forever
by Arthur W

well look no further, my your stuff (including food) unpacking
favourite camp is…

I’ve been to many camps Family Camp!
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With Family, Friends and Fun
I have a lot of stuff to say rope swing. We made were Beavers there and was a trampoline and

and decide pretty much There was someone with

about this camp, but I steppingstones

everything you do, like the same tent that we

want to keep it brief, so balancing

beam

and

a we didn’t want them to broke it because there

along get hurt. The other group were so many of them.

with Beavers and Cubs. I If you don’t know what activities and when you had and I got confused

I’ll tell you the best part with the swing and made wanted to make this a We were outnumbered

haven’t been on a Scout family camp is, then I do certain stuff like eat which tent was ours, so I

about it.

camp (yet), but I hope shall

Me

tell

you.

Family and sleep. I have a lot of accidently put lots of our

and

a play park. There was danger zone, which we so we walked away.
my

friends another Cub group who didn’t want to happen. That’s why family camp

it’s soon. With all the camp is where you and memories of when I went stuff in the wrong tent

found a little place in the wanted to play on our park They did end up playing was great. We all worked

camps I’ve been on, you your family go on a camp to camp so I shall tell you. and we had to take all of

woods where we found but we were cautious. with us on our park and it together to have lots

may be wondering what with Beavers, Cubs and When we arrived me it out and place it back

some rope and tied it You see, we made this turned out as we thought. of fun but in a safe and

my favourite camp is, Scouts. You must pack all and my mum started into the right tent.

to a big stick to make a park safe because there They pretended the beam friendly way.
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Bruce’s Creative Comedy Corner
by Bruce

How many Scouts does Why doesn’t Santa have Why are socks like Scouts?

C

it take to change a light to keep an eye on all of They always come pre-

I’m going to sabotage bulb?

the Scouts to find out paired.

the winners’ tents in the One. But it takes a few if they have been good
next Scout competition days because they are this year?

Jonny came home from

That will take them down told to do one good turn Because they are always Scout camp
a peg or two.

every day.

on his knotty list .

He said it was in-tents.

My son was worried

My son arrived home

about going to his Scout

from his once in a lifetime

meeting for the first time

trip to the Jamboree. I

I told him there was

asked him how did you

knotting to be worried

get on?

about.

Never again dad

Crossword

Down Clues

Across Clues

1. You need these for

1. A rice dish you might
have on camp
group of Cub Scouts
________”
kit

all

expedition
Scout

Activity

of

Scouting

8-101/2
5. Someone

on

an

(rhymes

with biker)
7. Foot___ follow on hike

11. Beaver Scouts are
Scouts

4. Section

expedition

Badge
_______than

2. Word said at the end of

for young people aged

together on a camp or
10. A

and

a radio communication

6. The Scout motto “Be
your

lashings

pioneering

3. Collective term for a

9. Keeps

knots,

Explorer

8. Scout Promise: To do
my ____ to God and to
the Queen

